Become an Insight Driven Enterprise
Predictive Finance Analytics
In today’s complex business landscape,
financial planning and analysis requires
a forward-looking, comprehensive,
integrated approach to enable you to
take the actions needed to seize value
in today’s fast-moving global economy.
Deloitte’s Predictive Finance Analytics
solutions will help your organization
recognize and exploit key insights that
may otherwise lie hidden in an everrising sea of data.
What’s Driving Your Financial
Performance

Companies today invest significant
resources and time in developing
financial plans to communicate business

strategy, measure performance, and
form the basis of the “forward-looking”
guidance provided to investors and
the market in general. Whether the
company is developing top-down
targets or building bottom-up budgets,
the planning process is complex and
fraught with inefficiencies and a lack
of transparency. The business drivers
and key performance indicators used
as the foundation of financial forecasts
generally lack a cohesive governance
strategy and data is not integrated
across all areas of the business. Lack
of data is not an issue; rather, having
the ability to discern which data is most
relevant is key.

Risk of Missed Expectations

When forecasted targets are missed
or financial results come in short of
expectations, it can be a challenge
to determine the root cause of the
“miss.” Was it a change in the market?
Was it poor company performance?
Was it an unforeseen global factor? The
accuracy and transparency of your
financial forecasts is reliant on how
complete and, more importantly, how
well integrated your financial drivers
are to your overall planning process.
Forecasts built on aspirations rather than
business insight, financial facts, market
trends, and external indicators can lead
to inaccuracies and result in decreased
company valuation.

Become an Insight Driven Enterprise

See More Value
Modernize Your Financial
Planning Process
Incorporate advanced predictive
capabilities into the very fabric of
how your company makes financial
decisions and prepares for the future.
Align Financial and Operational
Drivers
Create frequent and insightful
forecasts based on dynamic
models and continually tested
business drivers that are aligned
with your financial and business
strategies.
Assess Impact of Market
Fluctuations
Enable scenario modelling that
incorporates external data and
perspectives (e.g. commodity
prices, GDP estimates, consumer
sentiment, climatological data, etc.)
with internal performance history
to navigate a dynamic and volatile
market environment. Monitor
changing market conditions and
receive early warning of the impact
to your business drivers and
forecasted financial performance.
Drive Integration and
Transparency
Leverage leading-edge technologies
to mine the vast world of
structured and unstructured data,
incorporate insights into your
financial planning process, and
construct a single source of
financial truth.

Insight to Action
Predictive Finance Analytics enhances the
typical planning process to create more
extensive and responsive financial plans
aligned with strategic and operational
activities. Predictive analytic solutions
enable organizations to better anticipate,
analyze, and respond to changes in
business performance and market
conditions. Looking proactively, predictive
insights and scenario analytics help expose
and shape new opportunities ahead of the
competition. Solutions leverage existing
technology investments as well as financial,
operational, and market data to feed
powerful analytics, business intelligence,
and enterprise performance management
systems to achieve financial transformation
that yields continuous, value-driven results.
The Deloitte Vision for Predictive
Finance Analytics
As the leading global professional service
firm and preferred SAP® partner, Deloitte is
uniquely positioned to help you identify your
business value drivers and deliver timely,
transformative results.
Deloitte’s SAP Analytics and Enterprise
Performance Management (EPM) practice
can help your organization to envision,
articulate, and implement a predictive
finance strategy and deploy SAP HANA®
technology solutions that will enable you to:
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•• Create insights from information and
support informed and rapid decisionmaking
•• Respond to market changes and adjust
monthly, quarterly, annual, and long-term
expectations
•• Monitor progress against key performance
metrics
•• Provide financial planning flexibility in
a challenging and complex business
landscape
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